CHOICE CUTS™ of the FINEST
NATURAL MASONRY VENEER

THE BEST, HANDPICKED NATURAL STONE in North America

STRICT GUIDELINES so every stone conforms to our own standard of excellence

A STREAMLINED, EFFICIENT SELECTION PROCESS for the end-user

INDIVIDUAL STONES cut to relative uniformity for ease of installation

LOGICAL, EFFICIENT packaging and delivery
PRODUCTS AND PEOPLE
Our people represent the core values of Creative Mines. We’re a family with a passion for fresh ideas and superior masonry veneer products. We combine the perfect blend of experience, knowledge, youth and energy in everything we do.

BLANK CANVAS
Unconstrained by the burden of past building cycles, old inventory and antiquated technology, we collaborate with the building and architectural communities and explore new concepts. Our goal is to always uncover relevant, end-user appropriate masonry veneer products.

RESPECT FOR THE USE OF APPROPRIATE MATERIALS
Masonry Veneer products should be suitable for deserving architectural styles. We get that. And, in doing so, dreams more easily turn into reality. With a constantly evolving variety of products, Creative Mines provides a motherlode of solutions for today’s exterior cladding needs.

A DIFFERENT APPROACH TO A NATURAL SELECTION
We’ve spent years unearthing the best natural stone from North America. Our rigorous evaluation process ensures each and every stone meets our standards of consistency and availability. Consequently, Creative Mines Natural Masonry Veneer delivers a more streamlined and efficient selection process for natural masonry veneer projects. We’ve also taken a commonsense approach adapted from our Crafted Masonry Veneer that results in a simplified installation process.
NATURAL MASONRY VENEER

Cornhusk Quarry Barn Ledge (tumbled)
**Cornhusk Quarry Barn Ledge** is a tumbled, natural-face stone with both rough and smooth textures. The color palette is predominantly khaki with shades of copper, caramel and bronze with steel-gray and dark walnut accents.

**Stone Size Range:**
- 4" - 10" high
- 8" - 20" long
- 1.25" avg. thickness

---

Cornhusk is available in (3) sizes. Cottage Ledge (far left), Ranch Ledge (middle) and the largest: Barn Ledge (right).

---

**NOTE:** Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
Plumcrazy Quarry Brick Ledge
Plumcrazy Quarry Brick Ledge installs in courses that appear more similar in height than other split-faced stones. Its uniformity and monochromatic grayed-purple palette creates a more contemporary feel than other ledge stones.

**Stone Size Range:**
3” - 3.5” high
4” - 26” long
1.25” avg. thickness

**NOTE:** Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.

www.creativemines.us
Plumloco Quarry Brick Ledge (tumbled)
Plumloco Quarry Brick Ledge is the tumbled version of our grayed-purple Plumcrazy Quarry Brick Ledge. Tumbling softens the edges and creates a ledge stone that is less formal in character.

Stone Size Range:
3” - 3.5” high
4” - 26” long
1.25” avg. thickness

www.creativemines.us

NOTE: Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
Redwood Quarry Brick Ledge is an appealing combination of brick-red terracotta with shades of gray and khaki. A split-face ledge with relatively uniform heights and varied lengths, it can be installed much like brick.

**Stone Size Range:**
2.5” - 3.5” high
5” - 17” long
1.25” avg. thickness

NOTE: Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
Barley Quarry Chisel Ledge
Barley Quarry Chisel Ledge conveys a modern stone appearance when dry stacked or installed with a very tight joint. The split faces expose a monochromatic blend of buff and sun-bleached gold with fine sedimentary streaks of cinnamon.

Stone Size Range:
3" - 6" high
6" - 24" long
1.25" avg. thickness

NOTE: Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
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Purplesage Quarry Chisel Ledge
**Purplesage Quarry Chisel Ledge** is a split-face stone with varied heights and a restrained chiseled surface. Color-wise, the quiet bands of faded amethyst and sage convey an expression that is modern in character.

**Stone Size Range:**
- 4" - 5" high
- 8" - 20" long
- 1.25" avg. thickness

**NOTE:** Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
Bighorn Quarry Cottage Ledge (tumbled)
**Bighorn Quarry Cottage Ledge** has a rough, chinked natural-face and soft, tumbled edges. The colors have a wide contrast of light and medium tans, khakis, chalky grays, pewter gray and rust oxides.

**Stone Size Range:**
4" - 5" high
5" - 14" long
1.25" avg. thickness

**NOTE:** Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
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Cornhusk Quarry Cottage Ledge (tumbled)
Cornhusk Quarry Cottage Ledge is a tumbled, natural-face stone with both rough and smooth textures. The color palette is predominantly khaki with shades of copper, caramel and bronze, with steel-gray and dark walnut accents.

Stone Size Range:
4" - 5" high
8" - 14" long
1.25" avg. thickness

NOTE: Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
Silverleaf Quarry Cottage Ledge is a small-to-medium scaled stone. Its irregular heights reveal a gently-cleaved face and undulating contours. Its color palette is comprised of steely-blues, slate green and nut browns with patches of rust oxide.

Stone Size Range:
- 3" - 6" high
- 6" - 17" long
- 1.25" avg. thickness

**NOTE:** Natural stones are earth's fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
Tumbleweed Quarry Cottage Ledge

NATURAL MASONRY VENEER
**Tumbleweed Quarry Cottage Ledge** is a split-faced ledge stone that is small to medium in scale. Its quiet color palette has light and medium khakis, warm gray, tans and subdued browns.

**Stone Size Range:**
- 3" - 6" high
- 5" - 20" long
- 1.25" avg. thickness

*NOTE:* Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
Andiron Quarry Farmhouse Ledge

NATURAL MASONRY VENEER
**Creative Mines Natural Masonry Veneer** is our adhered veneer that comes directly from Mother Nature. The stones have been living together for billions of years and they've had a lot of time to form their own personalities. So, naturally, each one is different. Variations in color, patterns and mineral content will occur. Please obtain samples prior to selection and ordering.

**Andiron Quarry Farmhouse Ledge** is a larger-scaled, irregularly-shaped, lightly textured natural-face stone. Its color palette has distinctly dark hues that range from charcoal, black and smoke-gray to deep, dark purple.

**Stone Size Range:**
- 4” - 8” high
- 4” - 26” long
- 1.25” avg. thickness

**NOTE:** Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
Ranchito Quarry Pencil Ledge is a long, narrow ledge stone with a split-face. Its palette is reminiscent of clay brick with flashes of charcoal-gray and medium to dark brown tones.

Stone Size Range:
1.5" - 2.5" high
5" - 17" long
1.25" avg. thickness

NOTE: Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
Cayenne Quarry Ranch Ledge has rugged, natural-faces and consistent heights making it the perfect stone for a coursed installation. The color palette hues range from golden-brown, rust-brown and walnut to charcoal-gray.

**Stone Size Range:**
- 4" - 5" high
- 8" - 20" long
- 1.25" avg. thickness

**NOTE:** Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
**Copperhead Quarry Ranch Ledge** is a bold, natural-face ledge with pronounced textures and irregular shapes. It’s marked by colors ranging from buckskin brown, amber gold, espresso black and the occasional pewter gray.

**Stone Size Range:**
- 3" - 6" high
- 5" - 14" long
- 1.25" avg. thickness

**NOTE:** Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
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Cornhusk Quarry Ranch Ledge (tumbled)
Cornhusk Quarry Ranch Ledge is a tumbled, natural-face stone with both rough and smooth textures. The color palette is predominantly khaki with shades of copper, caramel and bronze with steel-gray and dark walnut accents.

**Stone Size Range:**
- 4” - 8” high
- 10” - 20” long
- 1.25” avg. thickness

www.creativemines.us

**NOTE:** Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
Creative Mines Natural Masonry Veneer is our adhered veneer that comes directly from Mother Nature. The stones have been living together for billions of years and they've had a lot of time to form their own personalities. So, naturally, each one is different. Variations in color, patterns and mineral content will occur.

Please obtain samples prior to selection and ordering.

Dusk Quarry Ranch Ledge is a rectangular-shaped, natural-face ledge with stones that have both smooth and textured surfaces. Colors range from gunmetal gray and ash to eggplant and blackened maroon.

Stone Size Range:
4" - 5" high
8" - 20" long
1.25" avg. thickness

www.creativemines.us

NOTE: Natural stones are earth's fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
Creative Mines Natural Masonry Veneer is our adhered veneer that comes directly from Mother Nature. The stones have been living together for billions of years and they’ve had a lot of time to form their own personalities. So, naturally, each one is different. Variations in color, patterns and mineral content will occur. Please obtain samples prior to selection and ordering.

**Harvest Quarry Ranch Ledge** is a natural-face ledge stone that has a dynamic surface texture. Hues and values range from light buff and tan to rust and deep oxidized copper-brown, with pewter-gray accent stones.

---

**Stone Size Range:**
- 4" - 5" high
- 6" - 17" long
- 1.25" avg. thickness

---

www.creativemines.us

**NOTE:** Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
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Haystack Quarry Ranch Ledge (*tumbled*)
Haystack Quarry Ranch Ledge is a tumbled, natural-face ledge noted for its warm palette of browns, buffs, tans, golds and rust. Though similar to Cornhusk Quarry Ledge, its color tones are brighter, more contrasted and less khaki overall.

Stone Size Range:
4" - 5" high
8" - 20" long
1.25" avg. thickness

www.creativemines.us

NOTE: Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
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Shadow Quarry Ranch Ledge
Creative Mines Natural Masonry Veneer is our adhered veneer that comes directly from Mother Nature. The stones have been living together for billions of years and they've had a lot of time to form their own personalities. So, naturally, each one is different. Variations in color, patterns and mineral content will occur.

*Shadow Quarry Ranch Ledge* has natural faces that are quietly textured and predominantly colorful. Its palette includes slate-blue and slate-green, warm rusts and olive browns with occasional plum-browns.

**Stone Size Range:**
- 4" - 5" high
- 5" - 20" long
- 1.25" avg. thickness

**NOTE:** Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.
Nutmeg Quarry Stack Ledge has stone faces that expose hues of pearl-white undertones, reddish-brown mottling and dapples of occasionally dark-gray oxidation. It’s a stone profile with various lengths and heights.

**Stone Size Range:**
- 2" - 6" high
- 12" - 24" long
- 1.25" avg. thickness

NOTE: Natural stones are earth’s fingerprints. Variations in photography, printing and Mother Nature can occur so please ask for product samples before purchasing.